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2can be on at any given time [36, 37]. Moreover, turn-
ing on the bias or Josephson coupling is the only way
to control the value of the tunneling matrix element. In
the idle state 
i
is non-zero and the qubit undergoes co-
herent tunneling. In the dGB proposal it is important
to reduce the constraints on fabrication by removing the
possibility of applying bias b
i
on individual qubits [38].
This bias requires, e.g., the possibility of applying a lo-
cal magnetic eld on each qubit, and is experimentally
very challenging to realize. The eective system Hamil-








with continuous control over J
ij
. In [38] it was shown
how UQC can be performed given this Hamiltonian, by
encoding a logical qubit into two physical qubits, and
using sequences of recoupling pulses. Here we show in-






is suÆcient for UQC. Suppose we start
from an unknown state of qubit 1: j i = a j0i + b j1i.
By cooling in the idle state (only H
X
on) we can prepare
an ancilla qubit 2 in the state (j0i+ j1i)=
p
2. Then the






















We then measure Z
2
. If we nd 0 (with probablity 1=2)




j i j0i, which is





j i j1i, which is an erred state. To cor-





, which takes the erred




j i j1i. We then re-
initialize the ancilla qubit. This method for implement-
ing Z
i
succeeds with certainty after one measurement,
possibly requiring (with probability 1=2) one correction
step.
We now turn to QC-proposals based on exchange in-
teractions [2, 3, 4, 5, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. In these systems,
that are some of the more promising candidates for scal-
able QC, the qubit-qubit interaction can be written as


























(t) ( =?; z) are controllable coupling con-











(t). See [12] for a classication of various
QC models by the type of exchange interaction. In agree-
ment with the QC proposals [2, 3, 4, 5, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35],
we assume here that J
?
ij
(t) is competely controllable and







be controllable. The method we present here works
equally well for all three types of exchange interactions,
thus unifying all exchange-based proposals under a single
universality framework. Since all terms in H
ex
(t) com-
mute it is simple to show that it generates a unitary

































































and we have suppressed the qubit indices for clarity. In
preparation of our main result, we rst prove:















)g ( = x; z) is universal for quantum compu-
tation.
Proof : A set of continuous one-qubit unitary gates and
any two-body Hamiltonian entangling qubits are univer-




clearly can generate entanglement, so it suf-
ces to show that we can generate all single-qubit trans-











exp( iA) exp(i'B) exp(+iA); two useful identities for
anticommuting A;B with A
2


































), which takes six
elementary steps (where an elementary step is dened
























), so that with two additional






























, where ' is arbitrary.
Similarly, we can generate e
 i'Y
1









. Using a standard Euler angle
construction we can generate arbitrary single-qubit







It is important to note that optimization of the num-
ber of steps given in the proof above may be possible. We
now show that the single qubit gates R
j
can be imple-
mented using cooling, weak spin measurements, and evo-
lution under exchange Hamiltonians of the Heisenberg,
XY, or XXZ type. Our method is inspired by the gate
teleportation idea [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29],
which we briey review, along with state teleportation
[40], in Fig. 1. We proceed in two cycles. In Cycle
(i), consider a spin (our \data qubit") in an unknown
state j i = a j0i + b j1i, and two additional (\ancilla")
spins, as shown in Fig. 2. Our task is to apply the one-
qubit operation R

to the data qubit. As in gate tele-
poration, we require an entangled pair of ancilla spins.
However, it turns out that rather than one of the Bell
states we need an entangled state that has a phase of
i between its components. To obtain this state, we rst




3FIG. 1: Teleporation [40] is a method for transmitting an un-
known quantum state j i with the help of prior entanglement
and classical communication. A state teleportation circuit is
shown in (a), where time proceeds from left to right, and <











and qubit 2 from the Bell state. Bob has qubit 3
from the Bell state. Alice measures j i
1
and qubit 2 in the
Bell basis, obtaining one of 4 possible outcomes labeled .
She communicates her result to Bob (double wires), who ap-
plies 

to his qubit, where 








. Bob then has j i
3
. A gate teleportation circuit
is shown in (b), following [27]. To teleport the single-qubit
operation U , the state jU








(j00i + j11i) is
prepared oine, by rst preparing the state j00i and then
measuring in the orthonormal basis of states jU

i. Alice and
Bob now repeat the state teleportation protocol. With prob-
ability 1=4 Alice nds  = , in which case Bob now has
U j i
3
. With probability 3=4 she nds  6=  and Bob needs








in order to end up
with U j i
3
. This is done by teleporting M

, i.e., the pro-
cedure is repeated recursively. It succeeds on average after 4
trails.
spins such that J
?













g (jSi ; jT
0

















[which is the case for all QC proposals of in-












the resulting ground state is jSi. We then perform a




both of the ancillas, which will yield either j01i or j10i.
For deniteness assume the outcome was j01i. We then
immediately apply a =8 exchange pulse to the ancilla










follows from Eq. (3)]. The total state of the three spins










































where r = exp( i=4) and the subscripts denote the spin
index.
At this point Alice makes a weak measurement of her











) be the total






S(S + 1). Since only for the singlet state jSi
12
do we
have S(S + 1) = 0, it follows that if the measurement
FIG. 2: Gate teleportation of single-qubit operation R
z
. Ini-
tially Alice has j i
1
and j0i. Bob has j1i. Time proceeds from
left to right. Starting from the 3-qubit state j ij01i, the task
is to obtain R
z
j i. The protocol shown succeeds with proba-




Fractions give the probability of a branch; 0 and 1 in a gray
box are possible measurement outcomes of the observable in
the preceeding gray box. See text for full details.












, and we are done [Fig. 2(c), bottom]. If, on
















2(j001i   ib j110i)]: (5)
Similar to the gate teleportation protocol [27, 28, 29]
shown in Fig. 1(b), Alice and Bob now need to engage
























) [Fig. 2 (c),







in [1]. If Alice nds S
2
z
= 0 then with probability 1=3









and Bob ends up




[Fig. 2(d), bottom]. We describe the required corrective
































. If he nds S = 0 then the state
















, equiprobably. In the latter
case Alice ends up with the desired operation [Fig. 2(e)].






on an arbitrary qubit state j i. Let ji denote the 1
eigenstates of the Pauli operator 
x
. As in the R
z
case





on the ancilla spins 2; 3 by cooling. Then perform a




ancilla, which will yield either j+ i or j +i. For def-
initeness assume the outcome was j+ i
23
. Observing






























(j+ i   ij  +i), so that
we have a means of generating an entangled initial state.
The unknown state j i
1
of the data qubit can be ex-






































































(j+ i + j +i) is a triplet state, a zero






. The gate telepor-











. If she nd





. If she nds S = 1 then she






























If, on the other hand, she nds S
2
x



























tained, with equal probabilities.
Fig. 2 summarizes the protocol we have described thus
far. The overall eect is to transform the input state j i
to either the output state R





We have now arrived at Cycle (ii), in which we must x





(j = 1 or 3). To do so we essen-
tially repeat the procedure shown in Fig. 2. We explicitly
discuss one example; all other cases are similar. Suppose













































which up to unimportant phases is identical to Eq. (4),






respondingly ipping the decision pathway in Fig. 2 will
therefore lead to the correct action R

j i with proba-




j i after the second cycle of mea-
surements is 1=4: Clearly, after n measurement cycles
as shown in Fig. 2, the probability for the correct out-
come is 1  2
 n
. The expected number of measurements










= 1, and the expected number of












(j = 1 or 3) there is an alternative that is potentially
simpler than repeating the measurement scheme of Fig. 2.
Provided the exchange Hamiltonian is of the XY type, or
of the XXZ type with a tunable J
z
exchange parameter,




















we note that Nielsen [27] has discussed the conditions
for making a gate teleportation procedure of the type we
have proposed here, fault tolerant.
To conclude, we have proposed a gate-teleportation
method for universal quantum computation that is uni-
formly applicable to Heisenberg, XY and XXZ-type ex-
change interaction-based quantum computer (QC) pro-
posals. Such exchange interactions characterize almost
all solid-state QC proposals, as well as several quan-
tum optics based proposals [12]. In a number of these
QC proposals, e.g., quantum dots [2], exchange interac-
tions are signicantly easier to control than single-qubit
operations [8, 12]. Therefore it is advantageous to re-
place, where possible, single-qubit operations by mea-
surements. Moreover, spin measurements are necessary
for state read-out, both at the end of a computation and
at intermediate stages during an error-correction prode-
cure, and often play an important role in initial-state
preparation. Our method combines measurements of
single- and two-spin observables, and a tunable exchange
interaction. In a similar spirit we have shown how to
replace with measurements certain diÆcult single-qubit
operations in a QC-proposal involving superconducting
phase qubits. We hope that the exibility oered by this
approach will provide a useful alternative route towards
the realization of universal quantum computation.
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